MERIDIAN CLUB TIPS CANCELLED

The management of the Central Music Club has given definite notice of the cancellation of the remainder of the concert season. Various concerts which have been arranged by Manager Daniel as the current season was to have ended. The management feels that the planned concerts will not be of the character of the usual season. All tickets of the season will be returned and the account will be settled. Those who have purchased season tickets are requested to notify the secretary of their intention to return the tickets in order to avoid complications. December 31 will be the last day of the season.

MEN FOR NAVAL OFFICERS
Technology Men for U. S. Shipping Board

The importance of the men being trained in the schools for naval officers which has been established at the various technical schools is now great. The training at the various technical schools is designed to prepare the men for naval commissions in a short time. The training is under the direction of experienced officers of the navy. The men are trained in all branches of naval service, including mechanics, gunnery, and signal service. The training is designed to prepare the men for quick service in the navy. The training is intended to prepare the men for quick service in the navy.

TELEGRAMS FROM THE FRONT

The following letters have been received by The Tech from C. W. Loomis:

The letter from C. W. Loomis states that the men are trained for naval commissions and that they are ready to go to sea. The letter also states that the men are well trained and are ready to go to sea. The letter also states that the men are well trained and are ready to go to sea.

THE CALL FOR TRAINED MEN

For Opportunity in Service

Ordnance Dept. of Navy

It is a fact that the navy is in urgent need of trained men for various positions. The navy is in urgent need of trained men for various positions. The navy is in urgent need of trained men for various positions.

New Registrations for Navy

高效能工程师

CALL FOR MORE MEN

Great Task of Keeping Roads on Battlefront in Condition For Transportation Necessitates

Largest Regiment in Army

NUCLEAR TRAINING AT CAMP MCADE

A GIANTIC task awaits the 23rd Regiment of United States Engineers in France this spring, according to the opinions expressed recently by prominent army officers. Twelve hundred miles of highways immediately behind the firing lines in France must be operated by the organization, Organization.

The work of maintaining the highways is a critical one, and the engineers have made a successful start. The work is a test of the engineers' ability to maintain the highways in a condition suitable for the movement of troops and supplies.

The work of maintaining the highways is a critical one, and the engineers have made a successful start. The work is a test of the engineers' ability to maintain the highways in a condition suitable for the movement of troops and supplies.

The work of maintaining the highways is a critical one, and the engineers have made a successful start. The work is a test of the engineers' ability to maintain the highways in a condition suitable for the movement of troops and supplies.

TWENTY-FOURTH REGIMENT

The twenty-fourth regiment will have a strength of ten thousand men and more than one hundred thousand men in Europe. For many miles of highways in the United States, twenty-fourth regiment of the American army, which has been almost as strong as usual. The interest in a measure on the back-intent of the army. The interest in a measure on the back-intent of the army.

The interest in a measure on the back-intent of the army.

The interest in a measure on the back-intent of the army.

The interest in a measure on the back-intent of the army.

The interest in a measure on the back-intent of the army.